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Head on over to our latest informational series
on the ODS section of the ADMH website. Our
staff have developed 16 different 1-page Tips
and Resources for Providers sheets that are
available for the public. You can locate these by
clicking here.
We have recently created our own ODS
Facebook page that can be located here or by
searching Office of Deaf Services—Alabama.
Feel free to check it out for the latest information
going on with our office and services!
Along with many other YouTube videos, we also
have made a series of Zoom Tutorials in ASL on
our YouTube Channel. You can access these by
Language Deprivation and Dysfluency Tip
clicking here.
Sheet
Last but certainly not least, check out the Alcoholics Anonymous website to view the
free ASL version of The Big Book, 4th ed. signed by Deaf individuals by clicking here!


The cover of the ODS Facebook page.

2020 is almost over. Frankly, for most of us, it could not come soon enough.
Even at the last minute 2020 surprises us. Commissioner Beshear retiring,
Kimberly Boswell, a long time friend of ODS became the next Commissioner.
ODS long-time Administrative Support Assistant, Joyce Carvana retires (See
Note and Notables on page 10). New Crisis centers open.
But some things remain the same. ODS had a remarkable year in spite of
COIVD-19. Our Annual Report is published beginning on page 16. Of course,
Operation Deaf Santa continues regardless of limits and barriers.

On The Cover:
Our annual holiday card signed by the entire
staff wishing you Season’s Greetings

Signs of Mental Health

DACTS is set for March 4—5 with Dr. Bob Pollard. MHIT will run virtually in
2021 again. See Page 13 for more information. And be sure to watch
www.mhit.org and our Facebook pages for up to the minute information. 
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ADMH Welcomes
New Commissioner

Residential Expansion
at Jackson Place

Governor Kay Ivey selected Kimberly G. Boswell as
Commissioner of the Alabama Department of Mental Health
(ADMH) on November 30, 2020, stating, “She (Kimberly) has
spent the entirety of her professional career devoted to
helping struggling individuals and I appreciate her willingness to
serve in this new capacity. Her background as a mental health
provider, as well as administrator makes her uniquely qualified.”
Kimberly (Kim) G. Boswell will take over the role upon the
retirement of Commissioner Lynn Beshear on December 16,
2020. Building on the work started under Beshear’s tenure,
Boswell will move forward with developing an accessible,
interconnected, effective and just system of care for
individuals served by ADMH.
“My social work education has
served
me
well
in
understanding
human
and
organizational interactions and
how they work together to serve
people. I am excited about the
future of mental health and the
opportunity to work with our
dedicated
employees
and
community partners to serve,
empower and support the
individuals we serves,” said
Boswell.

Jackson Place Residential Facility in Woodville, Alabama,
opened its doors in March, 2012. This three-bed
residential home, operated by Mountain Lakes Behavioral
Healthcare
(MLBHC),
provides
housing
for
deaf/hard-of-hearing mentally ill adults (18 years of age
or older) in a community setting. All of the initial
residents came directly from placement on the Bailey
Deaf Unit at Greil Hospital in Montgomery. Jackson Place
has several special features that the residents certainly
enjoy including a nice yard, a large back deck and friendly
neighbors.
The opening of Jackson Place provided not only new
consumers and new residential services for MLBHC, it
also allowed for the employment of new, specially skilled
staff members. All staff positions at Jackson Place
require at least Intermediate Plus level fluency in
American Sign Language as measured by the Sign
Language Proficiency Interview (SLPI). Jackson Place
currently employs seven staff members, some working
full-time and some part-time. The Program Coordinator
position is required to hold at least a bachelor’s degree or
receive a special waiver from DMH due to experience in
dealing with mentally ill deaf consumers.
Life Skills
Specialists must possess a high school diploma or
equivalent.

Commissioner Kim Boswell

Boswell served as Chief of Staff
for Beshear and has been both
Associate Commissioner for Administration and Director of
Human Resources for ADMH. Boswell has more than 36 years of
experience working with individuals with mental illness,
substance use disorders and developmental disabilities.
Currently, she is a member of the Friendship Mission
Board - a long-term shelter for men, women and children who are
homeless in the River Region and Mescal’s Children
Center for Hope, which is a Christian ministry serving children in
Kenya, South Africa.
She earned her MSW from the Florida State University College of
Social Work in 1984, with a specialization in planning and
program evaluation. She also holds a BSW from the University of
Alabama Birmingham. 
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Jackson Place’s double garage that will be renovated.

In early 2018, Myron Gargis, MLBHC’s Executive Director,
developed an idea for expanding Jackson Place by
converting the double garage area to two separate
apartments that would increase residency at Jackson
Place to a total of five Deaf/HOH consumers.
(Continued on page 4)
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Alabama Governor
Announces Awardees of
Crisis Center Funding

Residential Expansion at Jackson Place
(Continued from page 3)

Work is
progressing at Jackson
Place.

Governor Kay Ivey announced along with Commissioner
Lynn Beshear of the Alabama Department of Mental
Health and House Majority Leader Nathaniel Ledbetter,
the awardees of funding for crisis centers to serve
individuals with mental illness and substance use
disorders.

Three residents would continue to live in the main house,
which is designed to provide a safe and structured
environment to improve each resident’s level of functioning.
Activities in the home promote a healthy therapeutic
environment twenty-four hours a day. Two residents would
live in the Supervised Apartment Program, which is designed
to be the final phase of residential services before complete
independence from residential placement. This level of care
provides the clients with an apartment to reside in while
teaching through a “skills-based” approach the life skills
necessary to achieve independence.

“I am proud to announce the awards for three new crisis
diversion centers: AltaPointe Health in Mobile, the
Montgomery Area Mental Health Center, and Wellstone in
Madison and Cullman. When these centers are fully
staffed, they will be a safe haven for people with mental
health challenges” said Governor Ivey.

As the Supervised Apartment Program is located on the
same property as the three bed residential home, it allows
for the sharing of staff and other resources between the two
programs and also allows for consumer movement between
the two programs based on their identified level of need.
Once the initial plan for expansion was agreed upon by the
MLBHC Leadership Team, many items needed to be
addressed and paperwork submitted to the Director of MI
Community Programs and the Director of Deaf Services at
the Alabama Department of Mental Health. Completion of
Funding Requests, Program Descriptions, Certification
Applications, and Policies & Procedures were only the
beginning of the process to carry this project from a basic
idea to a reality for our mentally ill residential consumers.

Former Commissioner Beshear and Governor Ivey

These centers will help to:
• Reduce the number of arrests
• Reduce the frequency of visits to hospital
emergency departments
• Provide individuals in crisis access to care
• Promote sustained recovery and provide linkage
to community agencies and organizations,
psychiatric and medical services, crisis
prevention and intervention services.

Mr. Gargis soon began working with the ADMH Office of Life
Safety & Technical Services to determine what items would
be necessary to obtain structural approval for this
renovation. A few months later, an architect was hired to
develop a blueprint for the new facility and once approved,
quotes for construction were ready to be gathered.

In the 2020 legislative session, Governor Ivey
prioritized establishing a metal health crisis continuum of
care, with efforts in the Alabama Legislature led by House
Majority Leader Nathaniel Ledbetter. “Today is a day of
celebration for those who will use the crisis care center

In late September 2020, the renovation began at Jackson
Place. As of now, framing has been completed and the
|project is well on its way to taking shape. MLBHC looks
|forward to soon welcoming two Deaf/HOH residents to the
Jackson Place Supervised Apartment Program. 
Signs of Mental Health

(Continued on page 5)
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Alabama Governor Announces Awardees
of Crisis Center Funding

Operation Deaf Santa

(Continued from page 4)

and it marks a new beginning,” said Ledbetter. The crisis care
centers are a result of an $18 million appropriation in the
FY2021 General Fund budget approved earlier this year. The
awards were granted through a Request for Information and
competitive Request for Proposal evaluation and
selection process.
The crisis care centers are a designated place for
communities, law enforcement, first responders, and
hospitals to take an individual who is in mental health crisis.
The crisis care centers will include both walk-in access for
individuals, including short-term admission, medication and
case management. Services will also include discharge
planning and connections to ongoing behavioral healthcare
services for longer term care, if needed.
To learn more, please visit mh.alabama.gov/initiatives.

Throughout the years, Operation Deaf Santa has
attempted to bring the holiday spirit to ODS consumers who
might not have family or any place else to go for the holidays.
Shannon Reese has worked arduously through out the years
in gathering requests from consumers, coordinating gifts
from generous donors, to coordinating the distribution of gifts
across the state of Alabama before Christmas Day. The goal
is to try and make sure every consumer has a present this
holiday season. Donors come from other departments at
ADMH and the general public. and ODS is extremely thankful
for the generosity of all of those who are first time and longtime donors, which enables ODS to keep to this annual ODS
tradition.



REMINDER: QMHI
VERIFICATION HOURS
By now all current QMHI’s should have received notice in
order to maintain their status, documentation attesting to
completion of certification maintenance requirements are
due by December 31, 2020. A Qualified Mental Health
Interpreter certification under Alabama State Code
580-3-23-06 is valid for twelve (12) months.
Appropriate documentation should be sent to the Office of
Deaf Services/Shannon Reese and may include any of the
following activities:
• Working in clinical settings at least forty (40) hours in
the 12 months following issuance of certification or
renewal, or
• Attending forty (40) clock hours of mental health
related training, or
• A combination of the above equaling forty (40)
contact hours.
If you have any questions please email Shannon Reese at
Shannon.reese@mh.alabama.gov . 

Gifts ready to go to deaf consumers.

Donated gifts and those bought with fund from Friends of
Deaf Services (FODS) will be collected and then
assigned to several elves, also known as ODS field staff, to
transport to consumers in their region. This year seems to be
a bit of a challenge with the precautions of COVID-19, but
rest assured the ODS staff will make sure donations make it
to deaf consumers across the state on time.
While we were able to quickly collect everything on our
consumers wish lists, if you would like to reach out and see
how you may be able to help bring the holiday spirit to some
of our consumers, please contact Shannon at
Shannon.Reese@mh.alabama.gov. Monetary contributions
can be channeled through FODS, are fully tax-deductible and
will be used to provide for consumers needs all year-around.
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Remote CSA Training
In Alabama, South Carolina, Georgia and Pennsylvania,
communication assessments are required by law for any
person who is deaf and receives mental health services.
This is stated specifically within the community standards
for Mental Health and Substance Abuse divisions 580-220 (8) (h) General Clinical Practice:
Treatment will be modified to effectively serve
recipients who are deaf as determined by a
communication assessment conducted by the
Office of Deaf Services or staff approved by the
Office of Deaf Services. This communication
assessment shall be filed in the recipient’s record.
Traditional efforts to analyze sign language used by deaf

deprivation remains a problem for some deaf people
and how this deprivation impacts the development of
language, communication, cognitive, and
psychosocial skills.” Williams & Crump, 2013.
A Communication Skills Assessment (CSA) training occurred
November 12-13, 2020 and included a combined training of
newer staff members from the Office of Deaf Services with the
Alabama Department of Mental Health and one staff member
from the Alabama Institute for Deaf and Blind (AIDB). The
training was conducted remotely. This was the first time our
office has conducting such a training remotely as we continue
to adapt to the new normal. An additional training for Deaf
Services at the Georgia Department of Behavioral Health and
Developmental Disabilities is scheduled for January 2021.
This training was led by Charlene Crump and Amanda Somdal.
Participants included a range of professionals including
communication specialists, interpreters, and therapists. This
was the first time that training included a member of AIDB’s
staff and Kathryn Duncan made a great addition to the class.

Top row: Brian McKenny, Christina Costello, Allyssa Cote, Charlene Crump
Bottom row: Amanda Somdal, Shannon Reese, Kat Duncan, Brian Moss
Not pictured: Autumn Anderson

In addition to the initial training, participants are provided
ongoing access to a community of practice via a Facebook
group relevant to those providing communication assessments
where individuals from cross the country can work together to
ensure that assessments provided are done so with integrity
and consistency.

persons with dysfluent language have not always been
effective and the methods of sharing the information with
teams has been inadequate. A quality communication
assessment can provide and assist in treatment and
educational interventions.
“The need for communication assessments of
deaf persons with complex or idiosyncratic means
of communication is becoming more recognized
by those who work in the field of deafness. This is
partly in response to the growing awareness
about the highly diverse ways deaf people
communicate, and more appreciation that
‘knowledge of sign language’ in staff is no
indication they are qualified to meet these
communication challenges. This interest in
communication assessments is also a response
to the growing recognition of how language
Signs of Mental Health

Brian, Shannon, and Autumn practice administering the CSA via Zoom with
a volunteer from the community.

(Continued on page 7)
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Remote CSA Training
(Continued from page 6)

Alabama DMH has worked to develop materials which support
the practice of the evaluation, increasing the resources and
competencies of assessors. Over time, a database of signs
specific to the deaf population in Alabama has grown to
include videotaped vocabulary such as signs by members of
the older deaf community, black deaf community, name signs
for cities, towns, hospitals, group homes, and archived copies
of yearbooks from the school for the deaf which can aid in
historical context.
For those who are interested, the
signs by members of the older deaf community in
Alabama
may
be
viewed
at
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/mfcndz2ose01n1m/
AABRNZfcCib1pmZMmhRqAwtoa?dl=0.

ASD Principal Paul Saunders and Trey Gordon

In the month of September 2020, Adjacent Space hosted a
Clear Mask Campaign to bring attention to the
communication inaccessibility that the Coronavirus
pandemic has also inadvertently caused. The campaign
aimed to fundraise money to buy ClearMasks and
distribute masks to the Deaf, hard-of-hearing communities
for free of charge while raising awareness to the public
about the communication inaccessibility that the
community faces. This campaign grew into a
community-driven and people-powered movement that saw
a collaboration between six different organizations and
agencies: Alabama Association of the Deaf, Alabama Black
Deaf Advocates, BrightSigns Interpreting, Sign Language
Interpreting Services, M&N Language Services, and
Adjacent Space.

The ultimate goal of providing a competent assessment is to
allow providers to work together to gain a deeper
understanding of language use and patterns of deaf
individuals with dysfluent language so that services can be
optimally provided to the person in their best
language. 

Local Non-Profit ClearMask
Campaign Reaches Many
Adjacent Space is a local 501(c)(3) nonprofit
organization established by Angelica Dill and Trey Gordon in
February 2020 based in Birmingham, AL. The local
organization is committed to advancing public spaces into a
more visual-tactile accessible and equitable place for Deaf,
hard-of-hearing and Deafblind communities.

The initial goal was to raise $1,728 that would provide 432
free masks to the community. By the end of the campaign,
Adjacent Space received over $1,800 in donations and the
Chief Executive Officer and President of the ClearMask
company contacted the organization directly to recognize
their efforts with this campaign. The company ended up
donating 6,480 additional masks to the campaign!
Adjacent Space was thrilled and honored to receive the
additional masks and they have since donated over 5,000
masks to people in the community, local organizations,
companies, institutions, universities, and clubs.
SOMH would like to continue recognizing and sharing local
efforts to give back to the communities in which we are all
proud to serve. To keep up with other information about
Adjacent Space, check out their website at
www.adjacentspace.org or find them on Facebook. 

Angelica Dill and Trey Gordon, co-founders of Adjacent Space a long side the
many ClearMasks donated to the month-long campaign.
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Dear Kent
With language deprivation syndrome becoming more
prevalent in our communities, I was wondering which came
first: cognition or language? Is it even possible to
communicate without language?

maintain a social relationship. Your nonverbal message is
louder than what comes out of your mouth or hands. Consider
how we determine intent from primates when they cannot
speak or sign our language. Charging towards us versus
pounding their chests are two different forms of
communication. We then interpret their emotion based on our
prior experiences.

- A curious reader
There is a need to understand how children may
communicate when they have not acquired a way to put
their feelings or intent into words. Language is a method of
communication using words in a structured format. With no
words, metacommunicative functions become a primary
source of communication exchange. Metacommunicative
functions could also be defined as nonverbal signals. All
nonverbal messages have communicative value. Consider
the ability to understand a child stretching their arms out or
their wailing to signal some type of desire. Mental problem
solving is a key task of development, both for the child and
for the parent. As our responses improve, we unlock the
door to better comprehension.

A child with late language exposure is more likely to struggle
with emotional regulation. Consider how we may identify a
specific feeling like happy and sad by placing it in a mental
container box. When in this box, we are able to step back,
observe, and place this feeling into context, then regulate it.
Children with little to no language are unlikely to put those
feelings into words. Lack of language makes it harder to put a
cause and effect narrative of events that led to those
feelings. The child is unable to have an inner dialog with
themselves through difficulty or easily avail themselves to
emotional support of others.
Each child strives to develop their identity. Rebellion is a form
of learning. The use of our hands may create more emphasis.
Picture how Judd Nelson raised his fist as the song, "Don't
You Forget About Me" played at the ending of The Breakfast
Club. For those who had language, this imagery created
meaning. In acting out, an open hand versus a closed fist
communicates two different things. Direction finger pointing
is more effective than saying out loud "this or that." The use
of a thumbs up as a signal to report affirmation, praise,
affect, or even indicate the move onto the next subject may
be more effective than whatever comes out of your words. A
simple head nod to acknowledge active listening may go a
long way. Beware how your head nod may attempt to
influence a child to go in your preferred direction. Children
also may run into a concept called social bluffing as they try
to escape the current task demand by actively nodding to
agree with whatever is taking place. Consider how to
distinguish such.

Society expects people to communicate in a spoken
manner. When children cannot find a way to put things into
words, they are more likely to freeze up or act out. Children
who are deprived of language can show spectacular levels
of acting out when they face frustration in identifying and
expressing their needs. They are uncertain as to whether
their needs can be fulfilled. A toddler tantrum in the grocery
aisle, anyone?
With late language exposure, children will engage in a
power struggle when developing relationships. These
children have not learned the relationship language game.
Think about a kid’s scrunchy face as the child eats their
vegetables. This nonverbal reaction becomes part of their
identity and provide parameters for socially appropriate
behavior that guides parents and professionals with future
interactions.

For those who did not have language, their perception may be
skewed. They are not afforded room to breathe as regular
kids in regular situations in the way they create nonverbal
behavior. The mental desktop of a child is often occupied with
a handful of central concerns. With a lack of language, they
are more likely to have little space for new ideas. Parents or

Without spoken words, you have a message that can be
difficult to decipher. In describing and identifying nonverbal
features as clues, a message comes alive. Intent is not
necessarily conveyed through dialogue but by the attitude
of the body. Did you know that your hands may reveal more
about feelings than your facial affect? Consider the cliché of
"it's not what you say but how you say it." Words alone rarely
Signs of Mental Health

(Continued on page 9)
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Dear Kent
(Continued from page 8)

professionals may start identifying the repetitive activity as
the child chases a sense of longing, of waiting for something
to happen. These children may be perpetually anxious. This
chronic frustration within a limited mental construct may
invite flooded feelings, become deeply stressful, or their
mode of existence becomes dysphoric.
Consider touch and how touch could be used for different
purposes. The possibility of touch as an attitude, affect,
encouragement, or even control creates multiple meanings
that may confound a child's mental map. Our entrance and
exits in this world often involve touch yet this form of touch
does not create the same results. Take Mitch Kramer (Wiley
Wiggins) in Dazed and Confused and count how many times
he touches his nose. Is this touching a sign of nerves or
something else? Notice how his body posture varies when
he touches his nose? What is he trying to signal?
With the pandemic and social distancing rules in effect,
touch presents newfound challenges. Start noticing a child’s
eye gaze. Scanning something or someone indicates a form
of resilience as a child attempts to find clues when they do
not receive enough information in the first place. Consider
their functional field of vision. Can they view the educator,
PowerPoint, and interpreter in the same line of vision, or do
they have to actively rotate their head to collect visual
information? What are they attempting to locate and
process? How much information is lost when they break eye
contact? Interest and emotional involvement may be
signaled as the range could be from goo-goo eyes to darting
daggers. Your face is more likely to be covered up. Your
smiles, your frowns, or even the bewildered look is
nonexistent these days. Beware though, the eye is an active
muscle. With repeated use of the muscle, children may face
concentration fatigue which could easily be mistaken as
attention deficit. With the recent pandemic, some parents
and professionals may be encountering a similar feeling
with zoom strain. This type of fatigue may create acting out
behavior for those who have little to no language skills.
Consider sensory breaks. See MHIT Summer Newsletter
2017, p. 13 for more on eye strain.
Constructing a mental image of morality (right/wrong) or
effective/ineffective may also present a challenge.
Children imagine differently, often individually so one
approach does not fit all. Much harder when they lack
enough information. Consider the game of Pictionary. Some
children may recognize the picture quick. Some may
struggle to put in words but will be able to describe an

action. Others will struggle no matter how many minutes we
take drawing a mental representation. You cannot answer
“donkey” if you have never seen, read, or overheard the word
donkey before. Children who do not have social equals or
observe comparable beings will struggle in developing a
mental construct. It is harder when you ask for identifying
social norms of a school setting versus social norms of a
home environment. You may start noticing that nouns and
objects will be easier to identify and work with when you
consider the Pictionary game. It will be much harder to
develop action verbs using iconic images or picture
representations. Have you ever tried drawing "go" or "open" in
Pictionary?
Consider how the use of color could lead to
misunderstandings. In American weddings, white signifies an
entrance into marriage whereas in Asian countries, white
signifies an exit with a mourning period. They may struggle to
recognize that their favorite color may not be the same as
other children.
In reading body language, we attempt to determine intensity.
Why is that? Children may have predisposition to using
certain repetitive behavior to escape or obtain their goal.
When a child learns something that is effective and to their
pleasing, they will attempt similar activity in a different
environment. This form of nonverbal behavior may be
counterproductive in certain settings. The child's schema is
more likely to be unable to transfer the difference between
restrictive and/or supportive settings. Their internal state of
mind may not reflect their decision-making capacity.
Whereas their intensity can indicate determination while we
attempt to understand their objective. When asked to reflect
on their own experiences to grow and improve, they may
struggle with building this information or identifying what is
not socially appropriate. They may eventually learn one
lesson but may struggle to apply this same lesson in another
setting. For instance, have you ever considered how a smile
may indicate a sign of stress?
Language and social relationships require the ability to
navigate the difference between communicating information,
enabling various forms of social interaction, then explaining
environmental expectations. On top of that, the concept of
self and identifying their place in this world requires additional
navigation (note: frustration). Oh yeah, Mitch Kramer touched
his nose 42 times. His nonverbal signals however were not
the same each time. So, the next time you meet a child who is
struggling to develop language, consider how you may provide
an opportunity to develop cognition first. 
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Notes and Notables
Events and Honors in the ODS Family
ODS would like to recognize our office’s
Administrative Support Assistant, Joyce
Carvana, and her 30 years of services
to the State of Alabama and 14 years
of s e r vic e wit h t h e Al ab am a
Department of Mental Health Office of
Deaf Services and congratulate her on
her retirement effective January 1,
2021.

Hamerdinger and Charlene Crump are past Presidents and
ADARA is a long-time partner in the Mental Health
Interpreter Training project.

Allyssa Cote, one of our Bryce-Based mental health
interpreters has taken her NIC Performance exam. In addition,
our ITP intern, Autumn Anderson, has passed the NIC Written
Exam on November 3, 2020.
Lee Stoutamire has been elected to the Alabama Registry of
Interpreters for the Deaf Board of Directors as the 2021-2023
Member-At-Large.
For a second year in a row, Jennifer Kuyrkendall was invited
to present ‘Utilizing Interpreting Services with Deaf
Populations’ at the University of Alabama – Birmingham’s
This quarter Lee Stoutamire and Kent Schafer give their presentations at
the monthly ODS Speakers Bureau. These events are intended to both
improve staff knowledge and presentation skills.

Charlene Crump and Steve Hamerdinger have been busy
bees these past few months. They are conducting a 6-week
asynchronous class for ASLIS on Mental Health interpreting
and Collaborated on a video for Ohio that is geared towards
training hearing therapists.

A Zoom screenshot of UAB Physicians Assistant students

Physicians Assistant Special Topics class. A special thanks to
Heather Hallman, PA-C, for making this remote training
possible for over 60 of her students.
Kim Thornsberry is a new member of American Deafness and
Rehabilitat ion As sociation (ADARA) Board of
Directors. Thornsberry is the second ODS staff who is on the
current board, Kent Schafer. Thornsberry is also enrolled in
Troy University’s post-masters Infant and Early Childhood
Mental Health Counseling certificate program. ODS has a
long history of collaboration with ADARA. Both Steve
Signs of Mental Health
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Steve Hamerdinger presented on crisis response in the
deaf community at the National Dialogues on Behavioral
Health October 22, 2020. It was a virtual conference with a
nationwide audience.
Brian Moss, ODS Visual Gestural Communication
Specialist, attended a three-week Train the Trainer event
on Conducting Serious Incident Investigations. This will
allow him to provide training to investigators with an eye on
considering the needs of deaf and hard of hearing people.
Christina Costello, ODS Region V Therapist, has just passed
her Child and Adolescent Needs And Strengths assessment
and is now CANS certified. 

Ah, but Zoom has made it so much better, we are told. In the
next breath, we see hearing people complain about Zoom
fatigue. Don’t misunderstand, it is a very real thing! But I
dissolve into helpless pile of giggling goo when a hearing
person tells me that. Why? In the first place, 90% of a hearing person’s participation in Zoom is auditory. They are listening, which is a passive process. Watching Zoom, which
deaf people have to do, is an active process and screen fatigue is a major issue.

As I write this, annus horribilis 2020 approaches its ignominious conclusion. There is an internet meme going around to
the effect “What if 2021 tells 2020 to ‘Hold my beer and
watch this…’?”

Don’t get me started on how hearing people look and act on
videoconferencing screens. Well, actually, let me go there.
Deaf people generally – there are exceptions, of course –
consider lighting, background, distance from the camera,
framing, and so on, when they join a Zoom meeting. Backgrounds will be quiet, faces will be well-lighted, the classic
torso-shoulders-head framing ubiquitous in newscasting will
be presented. Hearing people? Let’s just say that Jeffrey
Toobin does not have a monopoly on Zoom meeting idiocy.

The coming year will bring challenges no one could have foreseen 12 months ago. In particular, I am greatly troubled by
the emotional and mental health of deaf children and adults.
The past nine months has been beyond any previous understanding of “stressful” and isolating. In the United Kingdom,
it has been reported the deaf children are especially hard hit
by not just COVID-19, but the resulting efforts to mitigate its
spread.

There is a whole cottage industry that has sprung up to create Zoom backgrounds. I admit, some of them are creative.
All of them suffer from a problem that is obvious only to signers: The edges are not crisp and it’s nigh impossible to comfortably decipher signing when using an image background.
Check for yourself sometime: use a virtual background and
move hands around. You will see immediately what I mean.

Our national deaf child and adolescent mental
health service (NDCAMHS), with 10 centres across
England, supports deaf children and young people
with mental health problems. We are currently seeing rises in complex mental health issues exacerbated by isolation and communication problems in the
context of Covid-19. (https://www.theguardian.com/
society/2020/jun/07/lockdown-and-the-impact-ondeaf-children)
One of the most exasperating things I see, and see often, is
the minimalization of the impact of policy decisions made
about deaf people. “Hearing people are struggling too…”
While I have no doubt that everyone is having a rough go, it
irks me to see hearing people, whose ability to communicate
with anyone anywhere in the world is not impaired by the
“rona” complaining about isolation. Until you have to deal
with how utterly devastating the lockdown has been on social
lifelines that keep the deaf community together, you don’t
understand isolation. Until you have experienced what it is
like to attempt to conduct the daily minutiae of life dealing
with people whose faces are obscured by masks, you don’t
have a clue as to what communication barriers exist. Want to
go to the doctor? “Oh, just call teledoc!” Excuse me, you realize I can’t hear on the phone, don’t you? And that requesting
an interpreter delays your appointment by hours or days. Going to the doctor? It’s rough enough in years B.C. (before
COVID). Now it’s exponentially worse. Individuals who call a
patient’s name to know who is next, while difficult to lipread
before, is impossible now, and no matter how many times you
tell them that they will need an alternative approach, they
can’t seem to move past their established habits.

Getting back to my main point, deaf people have endured
incredible mental stress over the past nine months. As a
deaf person who is introverted by nature, I find myself increasingly being a hermit. It is extremely stressful to go out
and deal with a masked society. I have been told by other
deaf people that they experience increased anxiety and depression. This is a recipe for trouble.
It has by dint of hard work of the ODS clinical and communication access staff than we have not seen an increase in
serious adverse outcomes for deaf people in the care of
ADMH. Frequent outreach and personal contact have
helped minimize some emotional damage caused by the
shutdown of in-person services for the 300-some deaf people we serve. But what about deaf kids?
I don’t mean to make light of the challenges hearing kids
face in a virtual environment. They struggle when schools
are closed to in-person classes. Deaf kids’ difficulties are
exponentially worse.
Let’s start with social isolation far beyond what hearing kids
experience. For the vast majority of deaf kids who live in
homes where family members do not sign, they often cherish
(Continued on page 12)
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Deafness and Clinical
Training Series (DACTS)

school as the one place where they can access direct communication with other human being – even if that contact is limited to the classroom interpreter. One has to wonder if an
oxytocin deficit might be one of the reasons for declining
mental health
among deaf
kids.

Virtual Training

Forensic Work with the Deaf
Population

Then we have
the previously
mentioned
Zoom fatigue.
As hard as it
is for adults,
it’s worse for
kids.
Again,
please don’t think hearing kids have the same difficulties.
They just don’t. That doesn’t even get into the relative socioeconomic advantages the “average” hearing family has over
the many families with deaf kids. Many deaf kids that we see
through our program live in economically depressed areas
where they don’t even have access to internet, let alone
broadband. Additionally, deaf children are more likely to experience abuse and/or neglect. When this occurs within a
home environment in which the child is now isolated into and
no avenues to communicate with others, it increases the level
of experienced trauma.

Robert Pollard, Ph.D.
March 4—5, 2021
Robert Pollard, PhD, is Professor
and Associate Dean of Research
at the National Technical Institute
for the Deaf and Clinical Professor
of Psychiatry at the University of
Rochester School of Medicine,
where he founded the Deaf
Wellness Center (DWC). The DWC
is home to numerous initiatives
pertaining to mental health, sign language interpreting,
public health, and professional education opportunities for
deaf people. Dr. Pollard’s work has been recognized with
many national and international awards and honors. He has
been principal investigator on 87 federal, foundation,
regional, and local grants totaling over $6M, has published
over 100 articles and book chapters and three books, and
produced 15 films in American Sign Language for Deaf
audiences. Dr. Pollard’s scholarship interests include
psychopathology, psychological testing, sign language
interpreting, forensic evaluation, intimate partner violence,
and public health issues affecting the deaf population. He is
active in several national organizations, especially the
American Psychological Association, where he founded a
Special Interest Section on Deafness .

Now, what about deaf kids’ academic deficits? Under the best
of circumstances, deaf kids have poorer academic outcomes
than hearing kids. Much of this deficit can be traced to language acquisition delays. I have addressed this topic many
times over the years in this column. Applied specifically to our
current COVID-induced lockdowns, we create an environment
that will exacerbate the deficit. This will undoubtedly have a
consequence on deaf kids’ emotional health.
I truly hope that 2021 does not become a “hold my beer”
year. There are plenty of signs of trouble on the horizon. I
pray that our society can find a way to move forward and
even, perhaps, repair some of the damage 2020 has done to
deaf people. I sincerely hope that going forward, people will
develop greater empathy for the struggles of others. As I See
It, 2021 will only be a better year if our society decides to
make it so. 

Hold the Date:
19th Interpreter Institute
Mental Health Interpreter Training
August 2—6, 2021 CORE
Will be held virtually this year. More information
will be coming in January.
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Important Recent
Articles of Interest

Crowe, T. V. (2020). Psychiatric Functioning, Resilience,
and Recovery Among Deaf Consumers of Public
Behavioral Health Services. Community Mental Health
Journal, 1-11.
The purpose of this study is to understand the
demographic variables, psychiatric symptoms, functioning,
resilience, and recovery in a sample of 11,703 deaf adults.
The de-identified dataset was provided by Beacon Health
Options and Maryland Behavioral Health Administration
and includes information about deaf adult consumers of
public behavioral health services. Findings revealed that
compared to hearing consumers in the dataset, deaf
consumers were less likely to live in independent housing.
They were more likely to live in structured community
housing, such as group homes, or be homelessness. They
had higher rates of arrests and incarcerations, higher
proportion of unemployment, and higher rates of cigarette
smoking. Deaf participants had lower rates of substance
use. Deaf women in this sample reported significantly
more difficulty in managing their psychiatric symptoms
than deaf men. Deaf people of color had lower levels of
psychiatric dysfunction, lower resilience, and greater
recovery compared to white participants, which was
inconsistent with other studies of people of color. Younger
participants had significantly more difficulty with
psychiatric symptoms and functioning than those in the
older groups. Those who were 31–55 years old had higher
resilience than those who were older than 56 years old.
The author offers several recommendations for further
research of the mental health of deaf populations,
especially round race, age, and gender.

Abrams, J. O. B. (2020). Vicarious Trauma as a
Psychosocial Occupational Hazard in the Field of Sign
Language Interpreting (Doctoral dissertation, Gallaudet
University).
Vicarious trauma is the cumulative and pervasive effect of
being exposed to trauma survivors, predominantly
researched in the workplace. The field of interpreting, both
in spoken and signed language, has attempted to study
vicarious trauma suggesting that interpreters do work with
traumatic content often more than one time per week and
at least once through their lifetime. For sign language
interpreters, no current published study exists that
measures vicarious trauma and coping strategies through
established or psychometrically-sound assessments.
Therefore, this study recruited 201 certified and
non-certified sign language interpreters who worked at
least 20 hours weekly in the field of sign language
interpreting between the language combination of English
and American Sign Language. Using the Traumatic
Attachment Belief Scale (TABS), interpreters revealed that
they generally experienced elevated rates of disruption in
psychological needs and cognitive schemas compared to
normative samples as a measure of vicarious trauma. The
data also revealed that interpreters with a trauma history,
who had a history of mental health diagnoses, who were
not certified, and who were younger when compared to
their counterpart group experienced higher vicarious
trauma. Regarding coping strategies, emotional support
was the highest used coping strategy while substance use
was the least used coping strategy. Moreover, a model
revealed using self-blaming coping strategies and having a
psychiatric or emotional disorder were significant risk
factors while being of older age was a protective factor.
Overall, these data suggest that interpreter-training
programs should engage in increasing training in working
with trauma survivors and psychoeducation about trauma,
and that interpreter practitioners should engage in healthy
coping strategies. This research also suggests that mental
health clinicians should explore maladaptive cognitive
schemas with interpreters and teach strategies to cope
and manage such cognitive disruptions.

Daly, B., & Chovaz, C. J. (2020). Secondary Traumatic
Stress: Effects on the Professional Quality of Life of Sign
Language Interpreters. American Annals of the Deaf,
165(3), 353-367.
In Canada, sign language interpreters (SLIs) often work in
environments where they are exposed to traumatic
material, such as mental health settings, but may lack
adequate supports and/or specialized training to manage
the potential negative implications associated with
working with trauma. The primary aim of the present
study was to examine whether SLIs were experiencing
significant levels of secondary traumatic stress (STS) and
to determine how their STS may have affected their
professional quality of life (PQL). The study used a sample
of 85 Canadian SLIs and examined their experiences of
STS and PQL by studying their responses on measures of
STS, burnout, and compassion satisfaction. The results
revealed a significant relation between STS and burnout,
(Continued on page 14)
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which indicates that SLIs working in trauma-related fields
may require specialized training and support to ensure that
they possess the necessary skills to manage the
potential effects of STS

Scott, J. A., & Henner, J. (2020). Second verse, same as
the first: On the use of signing systems in modern
interventions for deaf and hard of hearing children in the
USA. Deafness & Education International, 1-19.
Signing systems that attempted to represent spoken
language via manual signs – some invented, and some
borrowed from natural sign languages – have historically
been used in classrooms with deaf children. However,
despite decades of research and use of these systems in the
classroom, there is little evidence supporting their
educational effectiveness. In this paper, the authors argue
against the use of signing systems as instructional tools. This
argument is based upon research demonstrating that (1)
signing systems are less comprehensible to learners who
rely upon signs rather than speech, (2) signing systems are
used inconsistently by teachers, and (3) signing systems
often unintentionally exhibit features of natural signed
grammar, leading to input that does not accurately convey
spoken languages, which is the original intention of these
systems. Instead, the authors advocate for a return to the
use of natural signed languages in classrooms educating
deaf children, with creative uses of interpretation to provide
those students who may prefer or benefit from spoken
English with its presence in the classroom. In addition, we
note ways in which future research may explore how natural
sign languages and deaf adults may benefit the educational
experiences of deaf children.

Sommer, K. (2020). The Effect of COVID-19 on Deaf and
Hard of Hearing College Students. 4 Kevin Ung, Director of
McNair Scholar’s Program, 312.
This study aimed to research Deaf and hard of hearing (DHH)
college students’ access to appropriate information about
the COVID-19 pandemic and how barriers to information
have impacted them emotionally. In order to thoroughly
study the effect of this unique time on DHH college students,
this project consisted of three components: review of
literature, comparison of English and American Sign
Language (ASL) news programming, and a survey of DHH
and hearing college students. The study revealed that DHH
college students have a more negative emotional response
to the pandemic and have less access to information in their
first or preferred language. 
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Popular Webinar Series
Returns for 2021
Check out our fantastic lineup for our Mental
Health and Deafness Online Training 2021! All
Events run 6:30 - 8:30 PM Central Time.
Registration fee for all online discussions in
calendar year 2021 is just $35.* For more
information on how to register, go here: http://
www.mhit.org/online-learning.html. 

January 12, 2021
Adverse Childhood Communication Experiences
Presenter: Poorna Kushalnagar and Claire Ryan

March 8 , 2021
Culturally Responsive Practice with Deaf BIPOC
Individuals
Presenter: Reshawna Chapple

May 11 , 2021
Brother-Sister Childhood Sexual Abuse
Presenter: Risa Shaw

July 13 , 2021
Relationships between Deaf Culture, Body Image,
and Eating Disorders for Deaf Women
Presenters: Adena Rottenstein & Aileen Aldaur

September 14 , 2021
Trauma-Informed Care and Deaf Culture
Presenter: Lisa Swanson

November 9 , 2021
Forging Pathways Despite Communication
Barriers
Presenter: Jaime Wilson
* January to December 2021. This fee is NOT
pro-rated. This fee is included as part of the
registration for participants of the 2020 MHIT
Interpreter Institute.

Office of Deaf Services Annual Report
FY 2020
COVID-19 greatly impacted the Office of Deaf Services during FY2020. The initial shutdown gave way to finding alternative
ways for taking care of consumers and doing the business of deaf mental health care in Alabama. Throughout this report the
reader will find examples how COVID-19 created opportunities for new approaches and ways of thinking. For example, with
Bryce being essentially in lockdown for the better part of the fiscal year, ODS worked with the Bureau of Information
Technology to make it possible for clinicians and interpreters to have more contact with the patients through virtual means.
Such creativity has guided ODS in its quest to remain the nation’s premier Deaf Mental Health Care program.

•

The Office of Deaf Services provided community-based services with 7,236 consumer contacts throughout the year.
Interestingly, this is significantly higher than last year. Part of the reason was because of more people seeking help to
deal with the stress of the pandemic. ODS clinical staff had significantly increased contacts and caseloads.
o

Last year 8,663 people with hearing loss were reported in community mental health programs. Of these, 286
were deaf. ODS oversees the operation of four group homes as well as several special supported living
projects:
•

Three-bed home in Woodville

•

Three-bed home in Birmingham

•

Six-bed home in Clanton

•

Three-bed home in Mobile

o

During FY 2020, ODS worked with Mountain Lakes Behavioral Health Center to expand Jackson Place with the
addition or two MOM apartments on the property. These are slated to open in the winter of 2021

o

In an average month ADMH served 18.75 hard of hearing and 8.30 deaf people in the state facilities. Most deaf
consumers are served on Ward 7 at Bryce Hospital.
•

•

Underreporting of hard of hearing consumers remains a concern. ODS has been working with the
Bureau of Information Technology to address better ways to capture this population.

ODS has one clinical team and three communication access team members based in Tuscaloosa at this time. There are
6 Deaf Care Workers authorized to Bryce. All are currently filled.
o

ODS was actively involved in the Crisis System Redesign meetings around the state. Discussions were held with
top ADMH officials to examine the role of ODS in the continuum of care, including crisis response.

•

ODS Direct Service Staff (clinicians and interpreters) have an average case load of 27.45 consumers. There is some
duplication as clinicians and interpreters may both serve the same consumer. This is a significant increase over last
year’s numbers.

•

ODS Staff conducted 756 assessments of various types during the fiscal year. These include communication
assessments, clinical assessments and other needed testing and evaluations such as the Sign Language Proficiency
Interview.

•

Last year, 7,032.75 hours of interpreter services were provided for deaf consumers. Of this, 5,619.50 hours were
provided by staff interpreters.
(Continued on page 16)
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o

•

•

•

ODS staff have a presence in the DD Regions I, II, III and V offices.
o

ODS and the Division of Developmental Disabilities have begun working together on several cases. There is
increased collaboration with dual diagnosed consumers, especially those with intact language (signs) and/or
ability to acquire language through exposure to ASL.

o

Autism and ODS have established a new fund dedicated to interpreting services for individuals who are Deaf
with Autism.

ODS has had the lead responsibility for ensuring communication access for deaf and hard of hearing consumers of
substance abuse treatment services.
o

448 hours of interpreter service were provided to 12 deaf people seeking treatment for Substance Use
Disorders.

o

Two staff ODS staff members, Kent Schafer and Jag Dawadi, hold master’s degrees in addiction counseling.

The Office of Deaf Services is nationally recognized as one of the outstanding mental health programs for deaf people.
Agencies around the country seek assistance from ODS. Technical assistance and consultation were provided to 6,375
people and programs. Many of these requests were related to dealing with COVID-19 and how to provide safe and
effective services to deaf and hard of hearing people.
o

•

Kent Shafer, Charlene Crump and Steve Hamerdinger provided technical assistance to the State Psychiatric
Hospital in Idaho.

The staff provided 44 different training events throughout the year, attended by 1,690 people. Highlights include:
o

Charlene Crump provided a series of training events throughout Texas.

o

Various regional staff conducted short in-service events, called “Lunch and Learn” across the state throughout
the year.

o

Even though many major conferences were cancelled, others went virtual and ODS gave numerous
presentations.

o

•

In the immediate aftermath of the COVID-19 in March, interpreter usage cratered, dropping by as much as
2/3rds before rebounding in the last quarter of the year. Staff interpreters worked with providers to increase
remote interpreting capability.

•

Steve Hamerdinger was a presenter at the National Dialogues on Behavioral Health (virtual). In
addition, he gave a national webinar under the National Association of State Mental Health Program
Directors.

•

Charlene Crump gave numerous presentations across the nation (usually virtual), such as Mental
Health Interpreting in North Dakota (live), Minnesota (virtual) and the Tennessee Educational Summit
(virtual).

Bimonthly webinars, called Mental Health and Deafness Training (MHDOT) were conducted through the year
drawing an average attendance of more than 30. The audience is drawn from around the nation.

ODS is hosting and sponsoring some online activity related to substance abuse. One is a series of classes on treating
substance abuse in the deaf community under a project called “Classes2Go” offered quarterly.

(Continued on page 17)
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•

Steve Hamerdinger and Charlene Crump have partnered to create an online, asynchronous 6-week class on mental
health interpreting. This class, which is limited to 25 participants each, will run five times through FY 2021. They also
collaborated on a major article for the Journal of American Deafness and Rehabilitation Association to be published in
early 2021.
o

•

This activity will provide the foundation for developing content for provider staff such as group home staff, case
managers and others.

ODS is committed to increasing the number of professionals working in mental health and deafness in various
disciplines.
o

We provided Sign Language Proficiency Interviews (SLPI) for the Interpreter Training program at Troy University.
We also assisted with communication access to events on campus.
•

o

To maintain high standards, ODS was re-trained and recertified by the national SLPI office in FY 2020

Several ODS staff members have earned higher degrees or certifications this past year:
•

Charlene Crump, M.S. in counseling from Troy University, to which she added a certificate in Trauma
Care and Deaf and Hard of Hearing Services.

•

Brian McKenny earned his B.S. and is now a Master Mentor in interpreting. He has also enrolled in
Troy’s master’s in Counseling program.

•

Beth Moss is pursuing her master’s degree in Public Administration.

•

Allyssa Cote, a previous intern with ODS, completed her bachelor’s degree and was hired by ODS as a
staff interpreter at Bryce.

•

Kim Thornsberry is enrolled in the Infant and Early Childhood Clinical Mental Health Certification
program at Troy University.

•

Kent Shafer is doing his doctoral internship in psychology.

•

Shannon Reese and Keshia Farrand became First Aid and CPR Certified Instructors.

•

Amanda Somdal became Certified Mental Health First Aid – Youth Instructor and Certified Virtual
(Hybrid) Instructor.

•

Brian Moss became a certified trainer for Conducting Serious Incident Investigations.

•

Jennifer Kuyrkendall earned an Americans With Disabilities Act Coordinator Certification from the
University of Missouri.

o

ODS provided several internships in FY 2020, including one counseling, one social work and two interpreting
internships.

o

ODS also is a sponsor for CEs for both the Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf and National Board of Certified
Counselors.

o

ODS has worked with CRCC to provide CRCC continuing education for rehabilitation counselors.
•

All ODS therapists, except the newest hire, are CANS (Child and Adolescent Needs and Strengths)
certified.
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•

o

The ODS clinical staff has partnered with the psychology department at the Alabama School for the Deaf to
better address mental health needs of kids in crisis on campus, including expanding school-based mental
health services.

o

Jag Dawadi has been doing school-based therapy at Southwest Regional School for Deaf and Hard of Hearing
and Baker High School, both in Mobile.

ODS staff members earned significant recognition for their work.
o

•

Region III Interpreter Coordinator, Lee Stoutamire, was honored by the Council of Organizations Serving Deaf
Alabamians with their prestigious Earl Lindsey Lifetime Achievement award at the COSDA annual convention,
May 30th. Previous ODS winners of this award were Charlene Crump and Steve Hamerdinger.

ODS staff members have contributed to national organizations, providing opportunities for collaborative work within
Alabama.
o

American Deafness and Rehabilitation Association Board members Kent Schafer and Kim Thornsberry

o

National Association of the Deaf board member Steve Hamerdinger

•

The 12th Annual Deafness and Clinical Training was held February 20 and 21. The presenter was Dr. Sanjay Gulati, an
international expert on Language Deprivation in Deaf consumers. Day one was a record-breaking event with 122
participants on Thursday and day two was well attended with 70 participants on Friday. States represented at the
training: Alabama, Georgia, Utah, Massachusetts, North Carolina, and Tennessee.

•

Mental Health Interpreter Training Project, under the overall coordination of Charlene Crump, held its 18th week-long
Interpreter Institute in August. Due to COVID-19, the event was held virtually. The main Institute (CORE) ran
August 3 – 7. The Alumni sessions, which usually run concurrent to the CORE, were held August 10 – 14. To operate
MHIT virtually meant the program staff had to become highly proficient with the use of our chosen platform, Zoom.
Many training hours and practice sessions allowed the staff to develop that expertise.

•

o

The annual Institute was "sold out" months before the opening session. 134 individuals (100 Registered
Participants and 34 presenters, staff and volunteers) participated in the core training this year. Over 1,480
unique individuals have been trained since its inception. Several individuals have taken the training more than
once.

o

The alumni track, coordinated by Kathline Anderson, drew a record-shattering 132 participants. This track,
designed especially for people who have previously attended the Institute, teaches advanced topics related to
the provision of mental health interpreting.

o

Jennifer Kuyrkendall developed a series of instructional videos in ASL for Zoom.

o

Participants hailed from 30 states and Canada in the core session and 31 states and Canada in the alumni
sessions.

o

Twenty different workshops (40 total) were offered each week during the live core and alumni sessions for a
total of 75 contact hours and an additional seven courses in the asynchronous component, which were shared
by both the core and the alumni tracks.

o

There are 120 Qualified Mental Health Interpreters currently active.

o

We have 11 Qualified Mental Health Interpreter – Supervisors, including Brian McKenny and Keshia Farrand.

ODS has entered a partnership with the Collaborative for the Advancement of Teaching Excellence (CATIE) to broaden
the reach of MHIT and to increase opportunities for pre and post training learning and experience. 
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Current Qualified Mental Health Interpreters
Becoming a Qualified Mental Health Interpreter in Alabama requires a rigorous course of study, practice, and examination
that takes most people nearly a year to complete. It involves 40 hours of classroom time, 40 hours of supervised practicum
and a comprehensive examination covering all aspects of mental health interpreting.
(Alabama licensed interpreters are in Italics)  Denotes Certified Deaf Interpreters . *Denotes QMHI- Supervisors.
Charlene Crump, Montgomery*
Denise Zander, Wisconsin
Nancy Hayes, Talladega
Brian McKenny, Montgomery*
Dee Johnston, Talladega
Lisa Gould, Mobile
Gail Schenfisch, Wyoming
Dawn Vanzo, Huntsville
Wendy Darling, Montgomery
Pat Smartt, Sterrett
Lee Stoutamire, Mobile
Frances Smallwood, Huntsville
Cindy Camp, Piedmont
Lynn Nakamoto, Hawaii
Roz Kia, Hawaii
Kathleen Lamb, North Carolina
Stacy Lawrence, Florida
Sandy Peplinski, Wisconsin
Katherine Block, Wisconsin*
Steve Smart, Wisconsin
Stephanie Kerkvliet, Wisconsin
Nicole Kulick, South Carolina*
Janet Whitlock, Georgia
Sereta Campbell, Georgia*
Thai Morris, Georgia
Tim Mumm, Wisconsin
Patrick Galasso, Vermont
Kendra Keller, California*
June Walatkiewicz, Michigan
Melanie Blechl, Wisconsin
Sara Miller, Wisconsin
Jenn Ulschak, Tennessee
Kathleen Lanker, California
Debra Barash, Wisconsin
Tera Cater Vorpahl, Wisconsin
Julayne Feilbach, New York
Sue Gudenkauf, Wisconsin
Tamera Fuerst, Wisconsin
Rhiannon Sykes-Chavez, New Mexico
Roger Williams, South Carolina*
Denise Kirby, Pennsylvania*
Darlene Baird, Hawaii
Stacy Magill, Missouri

Camilla Barrett, Missouri
Angela Scruggs, Tennessee
Andrea Nelson, Oregon
Michael Klyn, California
Cali Luckett, Texas
Mariah Wojdacz, Georgia
David Payne, North Carolina
Amber Mullett, Wisconsin
Nancy Pfanner, Texas
Jennifer Janney, Delware
Stacie Adrian, Missouri*
Tomina Schwenke, Georgia
Bethany Batson, Washington
Karena Poupard, North Carolina
Tracy Kleppe, Wisconsin
Rebecca De Santis, New Mexico
Nicole Keeler, Wisconsin
Sarah Biello, Washington, D.C.
Scottie Allen, Wisconsin
Maria Kielma, Wisconsin
Erin Salmon, Georgia
Andrea Ginn, New Mexico
Carol Goeldner, Wisconsin
Susan Faltinson, Colorado
Crystal Bean, Arizona
Mistie Owens, Utah
Claire Alexander, Minnesota
Amanda Gilderman, Minnesota
Jolleen Hudson, Washington State
Melissa Marsh, Minnesota
Bridget Sabatke, Minnesota
Adrienne Bodisch, Pennsylvania
Beth Moss, Tuscaloosa
Jasmine Lowe, Georgia
Pam Loman, Georgia
Lori Erwin, Georgia
Jenae Farnham, Minnesota
Katherine Anderson, Birmingham
Christina Healy, Oregon
Becky Lukkason, Minnesota
Leia Sparks, Wisconsin
Roxanna Sylvia, Massachusetts
LaShawnda Lowe, Prattville
19

Jamie Forman, New York
Leia Sparks, Wisconsin
Jamie Garrison, Wisconsin (Emeritus)
Deb Walker, Georgia
Tara Tobin-Rogers, New York*
Leah Rushing, Georgia
Keshia Farrand, Tuscumbia*
Lori Milcic, Pennsylvania
Shawn Vriezen, Minnesota
Kathleen Drerup, Colorado
Melody Fico, Utah
Emily Engel, Minnesota
LaVern Lowe, Georgia
Paula MacDonald, Minnesota
Margaret Montgomery, Minnesota
Rachel Effinger, Virginia
Karen Holzer, Wisconsin
Rebecca Conrad-Adams, Ohio
Dixie Duncan, Minnesota
Brandi Hoie, Minnesota
Renae Bitner, North Dakota
Jennifer Kuyrkendall, Birmingham
Jessica Minges, Kentucky
Lisa Heglund, Wisconsin
Colleen Thayer, Oregon
Susan Elizabeth Rangel, Illinois
Tina McDaniel, Oregon
Melissa Klindtworth, Washington
Eloisa Williams, Washington
Donna Walker, Washington
Judy Shepard-Kegl, Maine
Lacey Darby, Washington
Danielle Davoli, New York
Sandy Pascual, Oregon
Christina Jacob, Virginia
J. Eric Workman, Tennessee
Kacy Wilber, New Jersey
Cody Simonsen, Utah
Laura Beth Miller, Alaska
Adeline Riley, North Carolina
Debbie Lesser, Georgia
Sarah Trimble, Minnesota
Henry Yandrasits, Wisconsin
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DEAF SERVICES DIRECTORY
Alabama Department of Mental Health
(Mailing Address) P.O. Box 301410
(Physical Address) 100 North Union Street, Suite 770, Montgomery, Alabama 36130

Central Office
Lee Stoutamire, Regional Interpreter
Lee.Stoutamire@mh.alabama.gov
AltaPointe Health Systems
501 Bishop Lane N.
Mobile, AL 36608
Cell/Text: (251) 472-6532

Steve Hamerdinger, Director, Deaf Services
Steve.Hamerdinger@mh.alabama.gov
Office: (334) 239-3558
Text: (334) 652-3783
Charlene Crump, State Coordinator
Communication Access
Charlene.Crump@mh.alabama.gov
Office: (334) 353-7415
Cell: (334)324-1972

Region IV
Amanda Somdal, Therapist
Amanda.Somdal@mh.alabama.gov
Montgomery Area Mental Health Authority
2140 Upper Wetumka Road
Montgomery, AL 36107
Office: (334) 440-8888
Text: (205) 909-7307

Shannon Reese, Service Coordinator
Shannon.Reese@mh.alabama.gov
VP: (334) 239-3780
Text: (334)-294-0821
Joyce Carvana, Administrative Assistant
Joyce.Carvana@mh.alabama.gov
Main Number: (334) 353-4703
FAX: (334) 242-3025

Brian McKenny, Regional Interpreter
Brian.Mckenny@mh.alabama.gov
P.O. Box 301410
Montgomery, AL 36130
Cell/Text: (334) 462-8289

Region I

Region V

Kim Thornsberry, Therapist
Kim.Thornsberry@mh.alabma.gov
DD Region I Community Services Office
401 Lee Street NE, Suite 150
Decatur, AL 35601
Office: (256) 217-4308
Text: (256) 665-2821

Christina Costello, Therapist
Christina.Costello@mh.alabama.gov
Beacon Center Office Park
631 Beacon Parkway W, Suite 211
Birmingham, AL 35209
(205) 238-6079 phone/VP
Text: 334-324-4066

Keshia Farrand, Regional Interpreter
Keshia.Farrand@mh.alabama.gov
DD Region I Community Services Office
401 Lee Street NE, Suite 150
Decatur, AL 35601
Cell/Text: (256) 929-9208

Katherine Anderson, Regional Interpreter
Katherine.Anderson@mh.alabama.gov
Cell/Text: (205) 732-0716

Bryce Based
Kent Schafer, Statewide Psychologist
Bryce Psychiatric Hospital
1651 Ruby Tyler Parkway
Tuscaloosa, AL 35404
Kent.Schafer@mh.alabama.gov
Office: (205) 409-4858 (VP)
Text: (334) 306-6689

Region II
Kent Schafer, Psychologist/Therapist
(See Bryce Based)
Jennifer Kuyrkendall, Regional Interpreter
Jennifer.Kuyrkendall@mh.alabama.gov
1305 James I. Harrison Jr. Parkway,
Tuscaloosa, AL 35405
Cell/Text: (334) 328-7548

Beth Moss, Interpreter
Beth.Moss@mh.alabama.gov
Cell/Text: (334) 399-7972

Region III

Allyssa Côté, Interpreter
Allyssa.Cote@mh.alabama.gov
Cell/Text: (334) 303-0411

Jag Dawadi, Therapist
Jag.Dawadi@mh.alabama.gov
Region III Community Services Office
3280 Dauphin Street, Building B, Suite 103
Mobile, AL 36606
Office: (251) 234-6038
Text: (251) 721-2604
Signs of Mental Health

Brian Moss, Visual Gestural Specialist
Brian.Moss@mh.alabama.gov
Text: (334) 339-0537
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